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Фонд оценочных средств для текущего контроля успеваемости разработан на основе 

рабочей программы дисциплины, входящей в состав образовательной программы 45.04.01 

«Филология», профиль подготовки  «Русская и славянская филология». 

Для текущего контроля успеваемости используются следующие оценочные средства: 

 

№ 
Контролируемые разделы (темы) 
дисциплины 

Наименование  
оценочного средства 

Оценочное 
средство 

Содержание 
учебного задания 

1 Понятие семантических примитивов и 
метаязыка описания лексических единиц в 
работах Анны Вежбицкой 

Устный опрос  
2 балла 

Устный ответ на 
вопросы преподавателя 
по прочитанному 
тексту. 

2 Семантика базовых социальных категорий: 
мужчина, женщина ребенок в работе А. 
Вежбицкой. 

устный опрос  
3 балла 

Устный ответ на 
вопросы преподавателя 
по прочитанному 
тексту. 

3 
Семантика слов со значением физических 
качеств в межъязыковой перспективе 

устный опрос  
3 балла 

Устный ответ на 
вопросы преподавателя 
по прочитанному 
тексту. 

4 Принципы обозначения цвета: 
сопоставительный анализ русского и других 
европейских языков 

устный опрос  
3 балла 

Устный ответ на 
вопросы преподавателя 
по прочитанному 
тексту. 

5 
Счастье и человеческие ценности в 
межкультурной и исторической перспективе 

устный опрос  
3 балла 

Устный ответ на 
вопросы преподавателя 
по прочитанному 
тексту. 

6 
Способы передачи понятия боли в различных 
языках 

устный опрос  
3 балла 

Устный ответ на 
вопросы преподавателя 
по прочитанному 
тексту. 

7 
Извинение, предложение и комплимент: 
способы перевода перфорамативов 

устный опрос  
3 балла 

Устный ответ на 
вопросы преподавателя 
по прочитанному 
тексту. 

8 
Принципы передачи фразеологических 
единиц на другие языки 

устный опрос  
3 балла 

Устный ответ на 
вопросы преподавателя 
по прочитанному 
тексту. 

9 
Принципы перевода абстрактных 
существительных 

устный опрос  
3 балла 

Устный ответ на 
вопросы преподавателя 
по прочитанному 
тексту. 

10 Концепты Родины, дружбы и свободы в 
русском языке.  

КР№ 1 
10 баллов 

Выполнение 
письменного перевода 
текста 

11 
Концепты «ум, душа, сердце» в различных 
языках 

устный опрос  
3 балла 

Устный ответ на 
вопросы преподавателя 
по прочитанному 
тексту. 



12 

Концепты рока и судьбы в различных языках устный опрос  
3 балла 

Устный ответ на 
вопросы преподавателя 
по прочитанному 
тексту. 

13 

Описание эмоций в различных языках устный опрос  
3 балла 

Устный ответ на 
вопросы преподавателя 
по прочитанному 
тексту. 

14 
Моральные концепты и их выражение в 
различных языках 

устный опрос  
3 балла 

Устный ответ на 
вопросы преподавателя 
по прочитанному 
тексту. 

15 
Способы представления имен собственных в 
различных языках и культурах 

Устный опрос  
2 балла 

Устный ответ на 
вопросы преподавателя 
по прочитанному 
тексту. 

16 Анна Вежбицкая. «Эмоции Иисуса Христа». 
Перевод и лингвистическое 
комментирование статьи. 

КР № 2  
10 баллов 

Выполнение 
письменного перевода 
текста. 

17 Толково-комбинаторный словарь. Принципы 
организации лексических единиц и 
толкования. 

Устный опрос  
4 балла 

Устный ответ на 
вопросы преподавателя 
по прочитанному 
тексту. 

18 

Семантика глаголов «бояться» и «надеяться»: 
проблемы управления 

Устный опрос, 
терминологический 

диктант 
5 баллов 

Устный ответ на 
вопросы преподавателя 
по прочитанному 
тексту. Написание 
терминологического 
диктанта – 20 терминов. 

19 

Лексикографические описание исчисляемых 
и неисчисляемые существительных в 
русском языке 

Устный опрос, 
терминологический 

диктант 
5 баллов 

Устный ответ на 
вопросы преподавателя 
по прочитанному 
тексту. Написание 
терминологического 
диктанта – 20 терминов. 

20 
Синонимические конструкции с 
посессивным значением: условия выбора 

 Устный опрос,  
4 балла 

Устный ответ на 
вопросы преподавателя 
по прочитанному 
тексту. 

21 

«Нули» на разных уровнях языка Устный опрос,  
4 балла 

Устный ответ на 
вопросы преподавателя 
по прочитанному 
тексту. 

22 Деминутивы и категория рода в русском 
языке. 

КР № 3 
10 баллов 

Выполнение 
письменного перевода 
текста. 

23 
Частеречный статус слова «один» в русском 
языке 

Устный опрос 
4 балла 

Устный ответ на 
вопросы преподавателя 
по прочитанному 
тексту. 

24 

Структура лингвистических знаков 

Устный опрос, 
терминологический 

диктант 
5 баллов 

Устный ответ на 
вопросы преподавателя 
по прочитанному 
тексту. Написание 
терминологического 
диктанта – 20 терминов. 



25 

Грамматические особенности конструкций со 
словами «более», «менее» 

Устный опрос, 
терминологический 

диктант 
5 баллов 

Устный ответ на 
вопросы преподавателя 
по прочитанному 
тексту. Написание 
терминологического 
диктанта – 20 терминов. 

26 
Грамматический падеж количественно-
именных сочетаний в русском языке 

Устный опрос 
4 балла 

Устный ответ на 
вопросы преподавателя 
по прочитанному 
тексту. 

27 Грамматические особенности предикативных 
прилагательных 

КР № 4 
10 баллов 

Выполнение 
письменного перевода 
текста. 

28 

Анализкниги Dina B. Crockett. «Agreement in 
Contemporary Standard Russian».  

Письменный опрос 
10 баллов 

Подготовка конспекта 
книги. Объем 10-12 стр. 
компьютерноготекста, 
14 
шрифтTimesNewRoman, 
через 1,5 интервала, 
выравниваниепоширине
страницы, 
нумерациястраниц.ofLa
nguageandInformation. 

29 

Анализкниги Sue Brown «The Syntax of 
Negation in Russian: a Minimalist Approach» 

Письменный опрос 
10 баллов 

Подготовка конспекта 
книги. Объем 10-12 стр. 
компьютерноготекста, 
14 
шрифтTimesNewRoman, 
через 1,5 интервала, 
выравниваниепоширине
страницы, 
нумерациястраниц.ofLa
nguageandInformation. 

30 Чтениеипереводстатьи A. Timberlake 
«Hierarchies in the Genitive of Negation» 

КР № 5.  
10 баллов 

Выполнение 
письменного перевода 
текста. 

31 

Анализкниги Laura A. Janda «A Semantic 
Analysis of the Russian Verbal Prefixes za-, 
pere-, do-, and ot-» 

Письменный опрос 
10 баллов  

Подготовка конспекта 
книги. Объем 10-12 стр. 
компьютерноготекста, 
14 
шрифтTimesNewRoman, 
через 1,5 интервала, 
выравниваниепоширине
страницы, 
нумерациястраниц.ofLa
nguageandInformation. 

32 

Анализкниги Johanna Nichols «Predicate 
Nominals. A Partial Surface Syntax of Russian» 

Письменный опрос 
10 баллов 

Подготовка конспекта 
книги. Объем 10-12 стр. 
компьютерноготекста, 
14 
шрифтTimesNewRoman, 
через 1,5 интервала, 
выравниваниепоширине
страницы, 
нумерациястраниц.ofLa
nguageandInformation. 



33 Чтениеипереводстатьи Andrew Spencer 
Marina Zaretskaya «Stative predicates in 
Russian and their nominalizations» 

КР № 6 
10 баллов 

Выполнение 
письменного перевода 
текста. 

34 

Анализ избранных трудов Дина Ворта по 
истории русского языка  

Письменный опрос 
10 баллов 

Подготовка конспекта 
книги. Объем 10-12 стр. 
компьютерноготекста, 
14 
шрифтTimesNewRoman, 
через 1,5 интервала, 
выравниваниепоширине
страницы, 
нумерациястраниц.ofLa
nguageandInformation. 

35 

Анализкниги Neil Bermel «Сontext and the 
Lexicon in the Development  of Russian 
Aspect» 

Письменный опрос 
10 баллов 

Подготовка конспекта 
книги. Объем 10-12 стр. 
компьютерноготекста, 
14 
шрифтTimesNewRoman, 
через 1,5 интервала, 
выравниваниепоширине
страницы, 
нумерациястраниц.ofLa
nguageandInformation. 

36 ЧтениеипереводстатьиAsyaPereltvaig «Aspect 
in Russian as grammatical rather than lexical 
notion: Evidence from Heritage Russian»  
 

КР № 7.  
10 баллов 

Выполнение 
письменного перевода 
текста. 

37 

Проблемы современного русского языка, 
отраженные в статьях журнала 
RussianLinguistics (2000-2021) 

Устный опрос 
10 баллов 

Подготовка обзора 
номера в виде доклада с 
презентацией журнала 
RussianLinguistics в виде 
устного доклада с 
презентацией; 

38 
Проблемы современного русского языка, 
отраженные в журнале 
TheSlavicandEastEuropeanJournal (2000-2010) 
 

Устный опрос 
10 баллов 

Подготовка обзора 
номера в виде доклада с 
презентацией журнала 
RussianLinguistics в виде 
устного доклада с 
презентацией. 

39 Чтениеипереводстатьи V. Zaharov «Corpora 
of the Russian Language»  

КР № 8  
10 баллов 

Выполнение 
письменного перевода 
текста. 

 

ЗАДАНИЯ ДЛЯ КОНТРОЛЬНОЙ РАБОТЫ № 1 (1 семестр) 

Прочитайте и письменно переведите текст, обращая внимание на корректный 

перевод лингвистических терминов.  

7. Volja 

As mentioned earlier, in addition to svoboda, Russian also has another word which can 

often be translated into English asfreedom, but which encodes yet another concept: 'volja' (a 

word which also translates as will). In the nineteenth century, this word was used more broadly 

than now. For example, it was used in the slogan zemljaivolja(also the name of an organization) 



'land and freedom'. Its nineteenth-century use is also illustrated in the words of the old song 

(quoted in SRJ):  

Za zemlju, za volju, za lucsujudolju, Gotovynasmertnyjboj.  

'For land, for freedom [volja], for a better life We are ready to fight and to die.'  

In contemporary Russian, however, the word voljawould no longer be used in such 

contexts, having become restricted to life outside prison (and outside prison camps). The prison 

slang term volnjaska, common for example in Solzhenitsyn's novels, is clearly derived from that 

more narrow modern meaning of volja. Volnjaski(PL) are people who live in the world outside 

the prison system. The word reflected a prisoner's point of view (as the word Gentile reflects a 

Jew's point of view), and it conveyed a patronizing, superior attitude to the "free people," who 

were expected to be naive, untested, and weak, inferior to the tough and wise "zek."9  

Fedotov (1981 [1945]) describes the older concept of 'volja' in the following way:  

 

Voljais, above all, the possibility to live, or at least live for a while, just as one wants to, 

without feeling bound [ne stesnjajas'] by any social restrictions, not only chains. Voljais in 

conflict even with a person's equals, it is in conflict with the world. Voljatriumphs either when 

one leaves the society for the limitless space of the steppe, or when one has power over society, 

when one can impose one's will over people, crushing any resistance. Personal svobodarequires 

respect for the svobodaof other people; but voljais always for oneself. It is not opposed to 

tyranny, because a tyrant is also a being endowed with volja. A brigand [razbojnik] represents 

the ideal of Muscovite volja, just as Ivan the Terrible represents the ideal of a tsar. Since volja, 

like anarchy, is impossible in a civilized society, the Russian ideal of voljafinds its expression in 

a cult of the desert, of wild nature, of nomadic life, Gypsy life, wine, wild debauchery [razgul], 

passions oblivious of everything else [somozabveniestrastej], brigandry [razbojnicestvo], 

rebellion, and tyranny. (183; my translation)  
 

Fedotov, an emigre Russian writer (1886-1951) who only lived for a short time in the 

Soviet Union, regarded 'volja' as a concept more central to Russian culture than svoboda. It was 

volja, he suggested, that "the Russian people (narod) dreams and sings about, and that every 

Russian heart responds to. The word svobodastill feels somewhat like a translation of the French 

liberte. But nobody can deny the Russianness of volja. It is all the more essential to understand 

the difference between voljaand svobodaas they sound to the Russian ear" (183; my 

translation).10  

In contemporary Russian, however, svobodais a much commoner and more central 

concept than volja(in the relevant sense). The frequencies of the two words cannot be compared 



directly because of the polysemy of volja(1. will, 2. freedom), but the relative frequencies of the 

adjectives svobodnyjand vo/hyj (198 versus 25, Zasorina 1977), speak for themselves. Moreover, 

the existence of the diminutive form svobodiska(as in the example from Dai's 1955[1882] 

dictionary quoted earlier) testifies to the salience of the concept of 'svoboda' in Russian folk 

culture, and not only in the culture of the Russian intelligentsia. Furthermore, if svobodahas ever 

sounded like a translation of the French liberte, it doesn't sound like that any more. In fact, 

Fedotov's own comments on svoboda(1981:183) make it clear that this word never corresponded 

exactly to liberte: "For a Muscovite, svobodais a negative concept; it is a synonym of 'loosening 

of bonds' \razpuscennost'}, impunity, lack of order and rigor of any kind [bezobrazie]" (my 

translation  

This description of svoboda tallies well with the analysis of the concept proposed in this 

chapter. But the French libertedoes not have, and has never had, the connota- tions ascribed by 

Fedotov to svoboda. It has always been closer to the Latin libertasand to the English liberty; and 

it has never been a "negative concept" in either Fedotov's or Berlin's sense. Significantly, it has 

never been able to occur in "negative" collocations such asfreedom from or svobodaot. In fact, 

even the French adjective libre (whose range of use is wider than that of the noun liberte) differs 

in this respect from both the English adjective/ree and the Russian adjective svobodnyj. For 

example, free to choose translates into French as libre de choisir, I'm leaving you free to do as 

you please translates as je vous laisse libre de faire comme bon voussemble, but a dust-free 

surface is rendered as une surface depoussieree(literally 'a surface with the dust removed'), area 

free of malaria is rendered as zone non touchee par la malaria (literally 'an area not affected by 

malaria'), we chose a spot free of tourists, as nous avonschoisi un endroit sans touristes(literally 

'we have chosen a spot without tourists'), free of tax is rendered as hors taxe(literally 'outside 

tax'), and so on (examples from Collins-Robert 1983). 

Similarly, Russian phrases such as mestasvobodnyeotlesa'places free from trees' or 

nebosvobodnoeotoblakov'a sky free of clouds' (both quoted in SRJ) could not be translated into 

French as *les lieuxlibresd'arbres or *le del libre de nuages.  

Volja, as described by Fedotov, is of course very different from the Latin libertasand 

from the French liberte, but volja, too, represents a "positive" rather than a "negative" notion. 

Significantly,there has never been any *voljaot, as there is svobodaot, orfreedom from. The 

etymological link between voljain the sense under discussion and volja'will' was no doubt 

associated with a synchronic semantic link: the word implied that one could live "at will," do 

whatever one wanted to do. The nonstandard use of the word voljain the sense of "outdoors" 

points in the same direction: inside the house, one is restricted—not because one is forced to do 

things that one doesn't want to do but because one can't do certain things that one might want to 



do (move "freely" in different directions)—whereas outdoors, one can go wherever one wants to 

go.  

Furthermore, volja(in the sense of za zemlju, za volju'for land, for freedom') seems to 

have always referred to external circumstances, rather than to just any kind of 'liberte', and 

especially, to the freedom to go wherever one wants to. The opposite which voljabrings to mind 

(even in the older sense of the word) is not so much rabstvo'slavery' as tjurma'prison', as in 

Lermontov's poem (quoted in SSRLJ): "Davnym- davnozadumal ja vzgljanut' nadal'nyepolja, . . . 

uznat' dljavoli il' tjurmynaetotsvetrodilis' my," 'I decided a long time ago to take a look at distant 

fields, and to discoverwhetherwehavebeenbornintothisworldforfreedom[volja] orforprison'.  

The hypothesis suggests itself almost irresistibly that this strong link of voljawith the 

freedom to go away (from the place where one is forcibly held) has its roots in the centuries-long 

institution of serfdom, which deprived the Russian peasant of the right to move to another area to 

live. To quote one historian:  

In this fashion serfdom kept creeping in until it established itself. It appeared originally in 

the form of compulsory service to the nobility, who in turn presumably served the state. Soon the 

peasant found it increasinglydifficult to depart unless he escaped, and in such case he violated 

the law and was liable to prosecution. Yet many peasants at the risk of severe punishment would 

contemplate escape. Once the serf gained his freedom, he turned into half-peasant, half-warrior. 

He faced the danger of being raided along the frontiers by Tartars or Turks or he went himself to 

raid the raiders. Whatever hazards this kind of life involved, there was one precious 

remuneration—the escapee was free; he was bound neither to the land nor to landlord; he was 

restrained by no law except the voluntarily accepted rules of the primitive democratic social 

order in which he now found himself. (Mazour 1962:74)  

This is what voljawas all about: the dream to escape from a place where one is held 

against one's will, to go wherever one wants to, and to live by one's own will, without 

restrictions. The prominent place of voljain Russian folklore (mentioned by Fedotov) supports 

the suggestion that this word embodies, above all, a peasant's point of view.  

One more quote, referring to a later period in Russia's history (Peter the Great's reigri):  
The constant outflow of thousands and thousands who found life too hard to be borne was from this time 

perpetually on the increase. Peasants not registered in the census were regarded as fugitives, and fugitives were 

treated as criminals. Peter forbade the peasant to leave his squire's estate without a written permission which, if he 

went farther than twenty miles outside the district in which he lived, had to be shown to a government authority and 

countersigned. Members of a peasant family had no right to travel except with the head of the family, who was alone 

entitled to a passport; persons withoutpassports were regarded as fugitives. The most frequent of all subjects of 

legislation were the regulations for man-hunts to recover such fugitives. (Pares 1955:250)  



These links between voljaand the mass phenomenon of peasant fugitives, recurring 

throughout Russia's history, explains, I think, why it was so easy for voljato develop its recent 

meaning of 'life outside prison' (or an idealized version thereof). In fact, both the older and the 

recent meaning of voljacan be assigned the "spatial" component mentioned earlier: 'if I want to 

go somewhere I can do it'. But in the older meaning of volja (volja\) this spatial freedom was 

contrasted with the presence of a "master" (or a landlord), whereas in the twentieth-century 

meaning (as the word was used in the Soviet era) it was contrasted with the lives of "other 

people" held forcibly in prisons (or labor camps) by some anonymous higher power. This can be 

represented as follows:  

Volja 1 

(a) someone (X) can think something like this:  

(b)  if I want to do something, I can do it  

(c)  if I want to go somewhere, I can go there  

(d)  no one can say to me:  

"you can't do it because I don't want this"  

"you can't go there because I don't want this"  

(e) this is good for X  

Volja 2 

(a) someone (X) can think something like this:  

(b)  I am not like some other people  

(c)  if I want to do something, I can do it  

(d)  if I want to go somewhere, I can go there  

(e)  other people can't do it because someone doesn't want it  

(f) this is good for X  

The very fact that words such as volja(or liberty orfreedom) change their meaning in the 

context of broader changes in culture and society supports the view that the conceptions 

embodied in them are "something relative, historically produced and historically changing; 

something relatively autonomous, able to exert influence on historical events as a relatively 

independent factor, but not something predetermining these events" (Walicki 1987:14). At the 

same time, this close link between the meaning of words (especially cultural key words) and the 

broader historical changes makes the study of meaning highly relevant to the study of history, for 

the meanings of words provide evidence for historical processes and interpretations.  
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2. THE “ANGER” OF JESUS 

2.1. Jesus’ teaching on “anger”  

If we use Minimal Language, we don’t have to rely, in our interpretation of Jesus’ 

emotions, on complex language-specific emotion terms; rather, we can talk about them in a 

language-independent way, using individual semantic components expressible in universal 

words. For example, we can ask about a particular episode in the Gospels in which Jesus 

appeared to be “angry”:  
Did Jesus feel something bad? 

Did he feel something bad towards someone? 

Did he want to do something bad to someone? 

Did he want something bad to happen to this someone? 

Was he saying to someone: “you are doing something bad”? Was he saying to someone: “you are doing 

something very bad”? Was he saying to someone: “I don’t want you to do this”?  

To illustrate how the use of such components can help us to achieve a more fine- grained 

interpretation of Jesus’ emotions, I will discuss four scenes where Jesus appeared to be “angry”.  

2.2. Did Jesus feel something bad towards the disciples?  
And they were bringing children to him, that he might touch them, and the disciples rebuked 

them. But when Jesus saw it he was indignant [heganaktesen], and said to them: “Let the children come 

to me, do not hinder them; for to such belongs the kingdom of God”. (Mk. 10: 13—14, RSV)  

The verb aganakteois glossed by the Greek-English Dictionary of the New Testament as 

‘be indignant or angry’, but this is not a very accurate statement of this verb’s meaning (if only 

because indignant doesn’t mean the same as angry). Using Minimal Language, we can portray 

Jesus’ attitude more precisely (as well as more crosstranslatably):  
[A] I think like this now: You are doing something bad. I feel something bad because of this. 

I don’t want you to do it.  

This formula is quite consistent with Jesus’ words, and there is no need to add to it a 

further component along the lines of: “he felt something bad towards them at that moment”.  

2.3. Did Jesus feel something bad towards Simon Peter?  

In Matthew’s chapter 16, Jesus asks the Apostles: “Who do men say the Son of Man is?” 

and when Peter replies: “You are the Christ, the Son of the living God”, Jesus entrusts him the 

“keys of the kingdom of God”:  
Blessed are you, Simon Bar-Jona! (...) And I tell you, you are Peter, and on this rock I will build 

my church, (...), and I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven. (Mt. 16: 17—19, RSV)  



In the passage that follows, however, in which he foretells his suffering and death, Jesus 

apparently gets very “angry” at Peter:  
And Peter took him and began to rebuke him, saying: “God forbid, Lord! This shall never happen 

to you”. But he turned and said to Peter: “Get behind me, Satan! You are a hindrance to me; for you are 

not on the side of God, but of men”. (Mt. 16: 22—23)  

Here, Jesus’ attitude to Peter can be portrayed as follows:  
[B] I think like this now: When you say this, you are doing something very bad to me. I feel 

something very bad because of this.I don’t want you to say things like this.  

The difference between “you are doing something bad” (in hindering the children from 

coming to Jesus) and “you are doing something bad to me” (in tempting Jesus to abandon his 

God-given mission) is significant, and may suggest to readers of the Gospels a stronger feeling. 

There is no reason, however, to assume that at that moment, Jesus felt something bad towards 

Peter, let alone that he wanted to do something bad to Peter. Jesus’ reaction here is different from 

that in the previous vignette, but this difference appears to be sufficiently accounted for by 

saying “bad” in the first case and “very bad” (as well as including the phrase “to me”) in the 

second.  

2.4. Did Jesus feel something bad towards the scribes and the Pharisees?  

When confronting the scribes and Pharisees in Jerusalem and pointing out their 

hypocrisy, Jesus uses strong language which has often been interpreted in various commentaries 

in terms of “anger”, “indignation”, or “wrath”. Voorwinde (2011: 78) speaks here of “anger”, 

and Law (1915:97), of “indignant wrath”).  

Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! because you shut the kingdom of heaven against 

men; for you neither enter yourselves, nor allow those would enter to go in. (...) You blind guides, 

straining out a gnat and swallowing a camel! (...) You serpents, you brood of vipers, how are you to 

escape being sentenced to hell?  

To fully understand Jesus’ speech, we need not only to grasp his message but also to 

know something about Jewish “cultural scripts” (cf. Wierzbicka 2004), to which I will turn very 

shortly. For the moment, however, let me try to model Jesus’ message to his interlocutors:  
[C] I think like this now: You are doing something very bad. I feel something very bad because of 

this.I don’t want you to do things like this.  

If one said to someone “You hypocrite!” in a modern English-speaking society such as 

Australia, this would certainly be understood as conveying the message “I feel something bad 

(indeed, very bad) towards you”. But speech culture in first-century Pales- tine was different. In 

the context of that culture (in which Jesus could say to one of his closest friends: “Satan!”), 

Jesus’ utterance conveys the message “You are doing some- thing very bad, I feel something 



very bad because of this, I don’t want you to do things like this”, and not: “I feel something very 

bad towards you”.  

2.5. Did Jesus feel something bad towards the sellers and moneychangers in the 

Temple?  
...Jesus went up to Jerusalem. In the temple he found those who were selling oxen and sheep and 

pigeons, and the money-changers at their business. And making a whip of cords, he drove them all, with 

the sheep and the oxen, out of the temple; and he poured out the coins of the money-changers and 

overturned their tables. And he told those who sold the pi- geons, “Take these things away; you shall not 

make my Father’s house a house of trade”. His disciples remembered that it was written, “Zeal for thy 

house will consume me”.  

Arguably, here, Jesus’ attitude can be portrayed as follows:  
[D] I think like this now: 

You are doing something very bad, 

something very bad is happening in this place because of this. I feel something very bad because of this. 

I want to do something because of this.  

In this scene, unlike in the case of the scribes and the Pharisees, it is not the actions of the 

sellers and the money-changers as such that make Jesus “feel something very bad”, but the 

resulting state of affairs: the degradation of the Temple (“his Father’s house”). This is 

highlighted in the Gospel by the quotation from Psalm 69 (“Zeal for thy house will consume 

me”).  

As I see it, there is no need here to posit bad feelings towards the sellers of oxen and 

sheep, or the money-changers, on Jesus’ part. Rather, he feels very strongly about what is 

happening to the Temple, and wants to do something because of this. Hence the overturning of 

the money-changers’ tables, and the driving of the sellers, together with their oxen and sheep, 

out of the temple.  

Is there any evidence suggesting that Jesus felt something bad towards those money- 

changers and those sellers, and that he wanted to do something bad to them? As I read John’s 

account of this event (as well as those of Matthew, Mark and Luke), I do not find any such 

evidence. Jesus’ attention was on the degradation of the Temple, not on the people who were 

responsible for it, and on his strongly felt need to restore the Tem- ple’s dignity.  

2.6. Comparing the four vignettes with Jesus’ teaching  

To compare these four vignettes with Jesus’ teaching about “anger” (mentioned briefly in 

section 2.1), we need to understand that teaching, too, in terms of precise and cross-translatable 

semantic components. Thus, in the Sermon on the Mount (Mt. 5: 24) we read:  



You have heard that it was said to the men of old, ‘You shall not kill; and whosoever kills shall be 

liable to judgment.’ But I say to you that everyone who is angry with his brother shall be liable to 

judgment.  

As one commentator (Crenshaw 1993: 533, in The Oxford Companion to the Bible) puts 

it, “Jesus broadened the prohibition of murder to include anger (Matt. 5. 21—22)”. This is 

consistent with the following formulation:  

It is very bad if someone wants to do something very bad to someone else. 44  

But what about the verse in the same section that immediately follows: “...and whoever 

says, ‘You fool!’ shall be liable to hell fire” (Mt. 5: 22)? What was wrong, from Jesus’ point of 

view, with saying to someone “You fool!”? Given the context, which contrasts a person’s outer 

behaviour with their inner disposition (“the heart”), it is likely that he was referring here to the 

speaker’s feelings, rather than his or her words.  

The most likely hypothesis seems to be that these words represent a warning against 

giving in to bad feelings towards another person. The strongest argument in favour of this 

interpretation is Jesus’ overall emphasis on “forgiveness”, that is, essentially, on the need to let 

go of any bad feelings that one may have towards someone because this per- son has done 

something bad to us.  

As any readers of the Gospels will know, Jesus’ listeners were repeatedly urged to 

“forgive” — that is, essentially, not to feel something bad towards someone else when such a 

feeling might seem to be more justifiable than in any other circumstances. This implies that they 

were strongly encouraged to try not to have bad feelings towards other people under any 

circumstances. (Or, as my “Story of God and People” puts it, “it is bad for you if you feel 

something bad towards someone else”).  

In his teaching about the “defilement” (Mk 7:14, Mt 15:10), Jesus says that the 

“defilement” comes from within; from “evil thoughts”, and this includes “murder”. (“For from 

within, out of the heart of men, proceed evil thoughts, adulteries, fornications, mur- der, thefts 

(...)”, Mark 7:6.) What exactly does it mean, that murder comes from the heart? The clearest 

semantic component is the warning against thinking about some- one: “I want to do something 

bad to this someone”; but since the Greek word kardia(‘heart’) implies both thoughts and 

feelings, it seems likely that Jesus is also warning here against “feeling something bad towards 

someone”.  

Of course the clearest warning against such feelings comes from the teaching about 

“forgiveness”, that is, roughly, about “not wanting to feel something bad towards some- one for 

some time”. But since people are told to forgive someone who has sinned against them “seven 



times a day” (Lk 17: 3) (and according to Matthew (8: 21), seventy-seven), evidently Jesus is 

warning his listeners against even short-term bad feelings towards their offenders.  

Jesus’ teaching about “forgiveness” and “turning the other cheek” can be misun- derstood 

(along the lines of the prayer “Gentle Jesus, meek and mild,” mocked by Ches- terton (1908: 

118). It is good to acknowledge, therefore, that Jesus did express some forceful messages, such 

as the following ones:  
You are doing something very bad. 

I feel something very bad because of this. I don’t want you to do it. 

I want to do something because of this.  

It is also good to be able to distinguish such messages, with precision, from messages like 

the following ones:  

I want to do something (very) bad to you. 

I want something (very) bad to happen to you. I feel something (very) bad towards you.  

 

In the light of the Gospels as a whole, it seems clear that Jesus was warning people, 

above all, against “feeling something very bad towards someone”. Undoubtedly, he was also 

enjoining people not to want to do anything bad to anyone, and not to want any- thing bad to 

happen to anyone; but since such “wants” often result from bad feelings towards people, he saw 

bad feelings towards someone or some people as dangerous and damaging, too.  

As demonstrated, for example, in my book Emotions Across Languages and Cultures and 

other NSM-based work (see, e.g. Goddard 2014; Goddard and Ye eds. 2016; Ye 2001), a 

combination of components based on the universal prime FEEL (such as “to feel something (very) 

bad” and “to feel something (very) bad towards someone” with de- tailed cognitive scenarios 

based on the universal prime think give us truly fine-grained description of emotions and 

emotional attitudes. Minimal English (or any other NSM- based Minimal Language) helps us to 

clarify such differences in a precise, transparent, and language-independent way.  
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Russian Diminutives  

Russian possesses a variety of diminutive suffixes, which can be used alone or in 

combination to create subtle changes in meaning (Voeykova, 1998). The Russian diminutive 

system is very complex and allows for nouns with double or even triple diminutive derivations. 



However, all diminutive derivations share the same basic property of regularizing gender 

marking. Masculine diminutive nouns typically take suffixes such as -ik, -ek, or -ok. The 

important commonality of all masculine diminutive forms is that they end in the phoneme /k/, a 

consonant that cannot be palatalized and, thus, eliminates the gender ambiguity of end-

palatalized masculine nouns. For example, an ambiguously gender-marked masculine noun such 

as korabl’ becomes korablik, which now obeys the regular pattern of masculine noun endings. 

For feminine nouns ending in vowels, the consonant /k/ is inserted after the last consonant (e.g., 

stena, ‘‘wall,’’ becomes stenka). For feminine nouns that end in palatalized consonants (i.e., the 

non-transparent nouns), the suffix -ka is added (krovat’ becomes krovatka, ‘‘bed’’), again 

eliminating gender ambiguity. As a result, all feminine diminutives end in the suffix -ka, which 

constitutes a tremendous morpho- phonological regularization for this class of nouns. Finally, 

neuter nouns typically end in the suffix -ko, and on some occasions, -ce, both of which preserve 

unambiguous neuter marking. For many nouns, the diminutive suffixes can be preceded by an 

infix containing a fricative or affricate, as in stenochka, lending consider- able salience to the 

diminutive derivation. In short, all allomorphs of diminutive suffixes eliminate the gender 

ambiguity in end- palatalized masculine and feminine nouns.The goal of this study is to test 

whether diminutives can facilitate the learning of Russian gender. This will be achieved by 

comparing adult learners of Russian who are presented with diminutive nouns in the input with 

those presented only with the nondiminutive base forms of nouns. Testing of adult L2 learners is 

theoretically motivated by our attempt to explore potential facilitative effects of diminutives. 

This is because it is not possible to manipulate the frequency of diminutives in the naturalistic 

input of children acquiring Russian as a first language. We understand that any inferences from 

our data to issues of L1 learning are dependent on assumptions about the degree of similarity of 

the learning processes in children and adults.  

We introduce a novel paradigm that not only provides a comparison of training groups 

exposed to either diminutive or nondiminutive nouns, but also will shed light on the mechanisms 

of gender transfer to novel noun forms and novel nouns. For diminutives to facilitate the learning 

of Russian gender, the learner needs to generalize from the gender of a diminutive form of a 

noun to its base form as well as to novel nouns. By presenting a variety of different testing items, 

it will be possible to determine whether generalization is based  

predominantly on morphophonological information, in which case the learners should 

generalize successfully to novel transparent nouns but not to nontransparent base forms (e.g., 

generalization of feminine gender to korova, ‘‘cow,’’ but not to krovat’, having learned the 

gender of krovatka), or whether gen- eralization is based predominantly on the meaning or the 

form of the noun stem, in which case the learner will generalize success- fully to nontransparent 



base forms but not to novel transparent nouns (e.g., generalization to krovat’ but not to korova, 

having learned the gender of krovatka).  

Diminutives differ from base nouns not just in meaning and transparency of gender 

marking, but also in length and overall phonological complexity. Longer word forms and greater 

phono- logical complexity of diminutives increase the challenge to the learner, so that any 

potential learning advantages associated with gender-marking transparency might be offset by 

disadvan- tages due to increased complexity. This makes it necessary to evaluate gender-learning 

performance in relation to the overall phonological complexity of the word form. In the present 

study, this was done by obtaining assessments of the participants’ accuracy of pronouncing the 

novel Russian noun phrases.  
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Lexical-semanticpropertiesofadjectivesandtheirstatisticaldistribution 

 

 

  When choosing the adjectives for this study, I wanted to examine how the lexical-

semantic properties of each adjective interact with case choice. Timberlake (2tlU4) suggests that 

the choice of case for adjectives is in part lexically conditioned: some lexical classes of 

adjectives prefer the short form, e.g. adjectives of measure such as velik‘grand’, and of modality 

such as vozmozen‘possible”, transitory properties are said to prefer the short form, while 

permanent properties prefer the long nominative: on bylbolen* ‘he was sick (temporarily)’ / on 

bylbol’noj'  ‘he was sick (chronically)’ (see Bulygina and Šmelev 1997, 113—118; Timberlake 

2004, 289). 

Another property that I wanted to test for is agentive control, or kontroliruemost’, 

discussed by Bulygina and Šmelev (1997). Agentive control restricts some constructions; for 

example, only a controlled situation can combine with a speciiication of goal: on upalnakoleni, 

čtobyubedit’ ee‘he fell to his knees in order to convince her’ is expected, but the uncontrolled 

*kamen’ upal, čtobyushibit’ sobaku‘the stone fell in order to injure the dog’ is impossible 

(Bulygina and Šmelev 1997, lUtl). All of their cited controlled examples with predicate 

adjectives are in the short nominative; however, Bulygina and Šmelev do not mention this 

feature or discuss how agentive control correlates with the choice of adjectival form. 



In addition to control, I was interested in examining the potential interaction between the 

entity predicated by the adjective and other entities (agents, events, circumstances) not 

necessarily involving control. According to Bulygina and Šmelev, agentive control over the 

whole situation can be exerted by a person other than the one subject, as in bud’ gotova k 

dvumcasam, čtoby ne zastavit’ naszdat' ‘be ready by 2PM, so that you will} not make us wait’ or 

in wishes or curses such as bud’ prokljata"* ’be cursed’, where the speaker adopts control over 

the .situation, as if assuming that he is able to bring it |the situation to life by expressing the 

corresponding wish’ (Bulygina and Šmelev 1997, 101). In this paper, I understand the property 

of agentive control to be exerted over the property only by the predicated agentive entity: thus, 

the property of readiness (poior- ‘ready’) when predicating a person [bud’ gotova k dvumčasam) 

is controlled by the agentive entity in the second person singular fy ‘you’. However, the 

readiness of the addressee will affect the speakers: if the addressee is not going to be ready by 

2PM, the speakers are going to be influenced by this situation ‹čtoby ne zastavit’ naszdat’). I call 

this type of influence interaction (this property is also discussed in Israeli 2tit)7). Though the 

issues of control and interaction might appear similar, they are not identical. Thus, quality of 

politeness ‹vežliv- ‘polite’) is controlled by the predicated individual, but influences other 

individuals with whom he/she interacts. One example of a property that is not controlled but 

nevertheless exhibits interaction is the quality of being dead {mertv- ‘dead’), which is likely to 

be expressed when it is influencing. other agents or events. Though this property is likely to 

interact with other agents/events, it does not, as a rule, involve agentive control, since the agent 

is no longer alive to exert it. According to Israeli (2007, 49), interaction correlates with the 

choice of instrumental: some “(adjectives similar to nesgovorčivyj(‘uncompromising’| express 

qualities that can only be ascribed to an entity by an interacting participant, thus necessarily 

involving a limitation in scope and requiring the instrumental”. My statistical study shows that it 

is the short nominative, rather than the instrumental, that is chosen when interaction is present 

(Israeli’s study compares the long nominative and the instrumental choices, but does not discuss 

the short nominative). 

In addition to control and interaction, I was interested in testing the reverse of these 

factors, namely the absence of control and the lack of interaction. Thus, the quality of youth 

(molod- ‘young’) is outside any individual’s control. Some properties are less interactive than 

others; thus, qualities of being fat or young can potentially interact, as in the following sentence, 

where the quality of ‘fat’ interacts with the referent’s ability to acquire friends: On 

byltolstimalokommunikabelen. Navernoe, poétomu on imelmalodruzej‘He was fat and 

uncommunicative. Probably because of this he had only a few friends’. However, interaction is 

not normally expected with those adjectives, which often appear in strictly descriptive contexts. 



On the other hand, the quality of being zanjat- ‘busy’ is almost always interactive, since this 

quality is only mentioned when it affects the referent’s ability to interact with other agents and 

events. 
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SECOND-DECLENSION SINGULAR/OTHER DECLENSIONS. One of the remarkable facts about the 

use of the genitive of negation in Russian is that it depends in part on the morphological 

paradigm to which the noun belongs: 

 
Я газету не выписываю 

Я журнала не выписываю 

 

The neutral variant for the second-declension noun gazeta is accusative, while the neutral 

variant for the first-declension noun in the same syntactic and semantic context is genitive. 

Among the different types of paradigms, second-declension singular norms are less likely than 

other singular declensional types (first declension masculine and neuter, third declension) to take 

the genitive of negation.27 Since the second and third declensions comprise primarily feminine 

nouns, this hierarchy cannot depend on grammatical gender; it must depend on the paradigm of 

the noun. 

It is often suggested that the special behavior of second-declension nouns is based on a 

desire to avoid ambiguity;28 thus, if the above sentence had the form gazety, it could conceivably 

be interpreted either as genitive singular or as accusative plural. There are, however, several facts 

which show that this special behavior is not based on a desire to avoid ambiguity. First, the same 

ambiguity exists for many first-declension neuter nouns (gen. sg. and acc. pi. cuvstva, zddnija) 

and for most third-declension nouns (gen. sg. and acc. pi. dveri), yet these nouns tend to be used 

in the genitive under negation. Second, the ambiguity disappears when modifiers are present 

(gen. sg. interesnojgazety vs. acc. pi. interesnyegazety), yet second- declension nouns with 

modifiers are still relatively less likely to use the genitive than other nouns with modifiers. Third, 

for most second-declension nouns with mobile stress, there is no ambiguity, since for such nouns 

the gen. sg. and acc. pi. forms typically differ in stress (gen. sg. ruki vs. acc. pi. гйкг);yet second-

declension nouns with mobile stress still show the tendency to use the accusative instead of the 

genitive under negation. The special behavior of second-declension nouns therefore cannot be 



based on a desire to avoid ambiguity; it must be based on the types of morphological distinctions 

made within the singular paradigms. 

The difference between the paradigms is that second-declension nouns distinguish 

accusative from both nominative and genitive, whereas the other singular declensions (animate 

nouns aside) syncretize accusative with nominative. For second-declension nouns, assignment of 

the genitive would obliterate the morphological distinction between nominative and accusative, 

whereas for other declensions, assignment of the genitive does not obliterate this distinction. For 

this reason, second-declension nouns are more explicitly characterized as a morphological 

system and are therefore less appropriate than the other declensions as a context for the genitive 

of negation. 

The distinction between nominative and accusative forms is then a morphological analogue 

to the semantic parameter of individuation; the more explicitly a noun is characterized—either 

on the semantic or morphological level—the less appropriate it is as a context for the genitive of 

negation. It should be emphasized, however, that a second-declension noun is not semantically 

more or less individuated than a noun from another paradigm; it is simply a less appropriate 

morphological context in which to express quantification. 

The existence of a morphological hierarchy on the syntactic rule of genitive of negation is 

significant. Generally speaking, morphological rules and syntactic rules are distinct, so that 

morphological rules in principle do not refer to syntactic or semantic conditions, and syntactic 

rules do not in principle refer to morphological conditions. Overlapping normally occurs only in 

a transitional stage of development. For example, the animate-accusative rule in Russian (the use 

of the genitive desinence for the accusative case of animates of certain declensions) does not 

refer to syntactic or semantic conditions, such as the difference between adverbal and prepo-

sitional accusatives or the difference between definite and indefinite nouns. During the 

development of the animate accusative in Russian, however, the animate accusative did refer to 

these conditions. But because the animate accusative is a morphological rule, these syntactic and 

semantic conditions were ehminated when the rule was fully developed. 

In accord with this general principle of the separation of morphological and syntactic rules, 

the existence of a morphological hierarchy on the rule of genitive of negation in Russian 

suggests that it is in a state of transition, that it is not a stable rule in its present form. In fact, it is 

clear from a comparison of Contemporary Standard Russian with nineteenth-century Russian 

that the genitive of negation has been reduced considerably in domain.The eventual fate of the 

genitive of negation in Russian would seem to be its total elimination (with the possible 

exception of lexicalized collocations). 
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Types of nominalization 

The nominalization types which will interest us here are specifically those 

nominalizations which can be regarded as names of situation types. These are often called 

‘action nominals’ or ‘process nominals’ when referring to dynamic situation types. Grimshaw 

(1990) refers to them as ‘complex event nominals’, a term which has the disadvantage of 

suggesting that verbs themselves can denote complex or simplex events and that the 

nominalizations are names of the latter. For present purposes we will refer to such nominals as 

using the cumbersome but descriptive ‘names of situation types’ (or just ‘situation type 

nominal’). In its purest form this type of nominalization is a transposition, that is, the denotation 

of the nominal is essentially the denotation of the verb and all that effectively changes is the 

syntactic category.  

Situation type nominalizations are to be distinguished from those deverbal nominals 

which denote objects (abstract or concrete). Such nominals are not transpositions but fully-

fledged lexical derivations which create novel lexemes. Thus, ‘shavings’ only denotes the bits of 

material which result from shaving activity. The noun ‘appliance’, though morphologically 

derived from ‘apply’ has no synchronic semantic connection with this verb, and only denotes a 

machine. The noun ‘delivery’ can denote the thing delivered (as in Today’s delivery (of iron ore) 

weighed three tons). Collectively such nominals are usually referred to as ‘result 

nominalizations’, because the commonest meaning is ‘(concrete or abstract) result of the given 

verb’. However, as with delivery, the notion of ‘result’ sometimes has to interpreted rather 

loosely.  

As Grimshaw (1990) stresses, a deverbal nominal may denote an event without naming a 

situation type. Thus, in There were three deliveries today we are naming delivery events, rather 

than objects delivered. However, we are not naming the situation type. Such event names are 

called ‘simple event nominals’ by Grimshaw (1990). One of the characteristic features of result 

nominals and ‘simple event’ nominals which distinguishes them from situation type 

nominalizations proper is that the result and simple event nouns have denotations which are 

perceived as objects ontologically (at some level of abstraction) and which can therefore be 

counted and hence pluralized. A true situation type nominal cannot be pluralized. Grimshaw 

(1990) discusses a number of other types of distinguishing behaviour. The term ‘event noun’ 

would be ambiguous between a situation type nominalization corresponding to a verb denoting 



an event (as opposed to a state) and a nominalization such as delivery, so we will adopt 

Grimshaw’s term for the latter type and called them ‘simple event nouns’.  

Among the nominals which denote events (simple or otherwise) at least three semantic 

subtypes can be distinguished (cf. Koptjevskaja-Tamm, 1993, Vendler 1967, Zucchi, 1993):  

• Names of situation types (names of states, actions, activities and so on)  

• Factive nominals - ‘the fact that P(x)’  

• Manner nominals - ‘the manner in which P(x)’  

These can be illustrated as follows for the situation type nominal from play:  

(22)  Harriet’s playing of the ‘Appassionata’ (began at 7.30)  

[name of situation type]  

(23)  Harriet’s playing of the ‘Appassionata’ (was an unexpected addition to the 

recital program) [factive]  

(24)  Harriet’s playing of the ‘Appassionata’ was vigorous but controlled 

[manner]  

The noun performance can often function as a situation type nominal from perform, 

though more often than not it would be used as a simple event nominal, and hence can appear in 

the plural: Harriet’s performances of the ‘Appassionata’ are always vigorous but controlled. 

Simple event nominals, in general, also admit the three-way interpretations as names, facts or 

manners:  

(25)  Harriet’s performances of the ‘Appassionata’ (always begin at 7.30) [name 

of event]  

(26)  Harriet’s performances of the ‘Appassionata’ (were an unexpected addition 

to the recital program)  

[factive]  

(27)  Harriet’s performances of the ‘Appassionata’ was vigorous but controlled 

[manner]  

Finally, we note that a three way division applies equally to deadjectival, property 

nominalizations, which can either name the property, denote the fact that the property holds or 

denote the degree to which the property holds, as illustrated in (28-30):  

(28)  Harriet displayed considerable bravery  

(29)  Harriet’s bravery led to a commendation  

(30) Harriet’s bravery exceeded anyone else’s  

[name of property] [fact][degree, extent]  

We will regard a nominal as a nominalization of a verb if it retains the basic lexical 

meaning of the verb and can be interpreted with one of the three readings outlined above for 



nominalizations. It seems that even where stative verbs do give nominalizations, they tend to be 

of the factive kind. Although a number of authors have drawn attention to these distinctions (one 

might mention particularly Vendler’s (1967) original studies, and the detail discussion in Zucchi, 

1993), there has been comparatively little general theoretical research on the exact relationship 

between the interpretation of the nominal and the semantics of the original verb. Consequently, 

we have not been able to investigate these interpretative questions in any detail, though this 

would certainly be an interesting line of future inquiry.  

 

 

ЗАДАНИЯ ДЛЯ КОНТРОЛЬНОЙ РАБОТЫ  № 7 (4 семестр) 

Прочитайте и письменно переведите текст, обращая внимание на корректный 

перевод лингвистических терминов. Время на выполнение работы 90 минут. 

 

Interference from the speakers’ ambient language  

A plausible explanation for the changes in the use of verbal aspectual forms in Heritage 

Russian would be the interference from the speakers’ ambient language. According to this 

Interference Hypothesis, language attrition reduces to grammatical borrowing of constructions 

and phenomena found in the speakers’ ambient language (which is for them also the dominant 

language). Again, this hypothesis is not a priori unreasonable since it has been shown in the 

attrition literature that interference from the dominant language shapes various attrition 

phenomena. In addition to the above-mentioned interference in the lexical domain (see Sect. 3), 

various grammatical phenomena have been shown to be subject to interference. For instance, 

Leisio ̈ (2001) examined interference from two contact languages—Finnish and Swedish—with 

respect to past participle constructions, word order in noun phrases with a genitive phrase and 

case assignment to subjects and objects in Finland Russian. Zemskaja and Glovinskaja (2001) 

show that many speakers of Heritage Russian exhibit interference in the widened use of light 

verb constructions (especially with the verb imet’ ‘have, own’). Thus, it is not initially 

implausible to expect Heritage Russian speakers to exhibit interference also in the domain of 

aspect. However, in what follows I show that this hypothesis is not borne out by the facts either.  

Specifically, four arguments are put forward below to rule out interference from the 

speakers’ ambient language:  

1. A detailed examination of the aspectual system of American Russian (that 

is, Heritage Russian in the USA) in comparison with the aspectual system of (American) 

English shows that the former is not closer to the latter than the aspectual system of CSR 

is.  



2. More generally, speakers of Heritage Russian are shown to make the same 

types of errors with the same classes of verbs regardless of their level of proficiency in 

the ambient language, the length of exposure to or dominance of the ambient language, or 

the context of acquisition (ESL instruction vs. naturalistic exposure).  

3. The same types of errors with the same classes of verbs are also found 

regardless of the nature of the aspectual system in the ambient language that the Heritage 

speakers are exposed to (e.g., English, Hebrew, German, Swedish, etc.).  

The same association between morphological aspect and lexical semantic properties of 

the verb is found in the production of monolingual children at a certain age (approx. between 2 

and 3 years old) and in colloquial speech of monolingual adult Russian speakers (especially, in 

iterative contexts, discussed in Zemskaja and Glovinskaja2001).  

Consider first the argument involving American Russian: according to the Interference 

Hypothesis, we would expect the aspectual system of American Russian to be very similar to 

that of (American) English. In English, grammatical aspect is marked through the opposition of 

what is traditionally called tenses: perfect and progressive. Note that lexical aspect is not marked 

in English either on the verb itself or through case marking on the direct object, as it is in some 

other languages (cf. Babko-Malaya 1999 on Russian; Kiparsky1998 on Finnish; Ramchand1997 

on Scottish Gaelic; Svenonius2001, 2002 on Icelandic). Given the general similarities, the 

Interference Hypothesis predicts that American Russian speakers would assimilate the Russian 

perfective morphology to the English perfect tenses and the Russian imperfective morphology to 

the English progressive tenses. Since in English we find context-sensitive alternations (e.g., has 

broken vs. is breaking, or has played vs. is playing), the Interference Hypothesis predicts similar 

alternations in American Russian. However, this is not what is found. As has been mentioned in 

Sect. 2.2 above, a given verb is typically retained in Heritage Russian (including American 

Russian) only in one form, either perfective or imperfective. Thus, we do not find the expected 

context sensitive alternations.  

A weaker version of the Interference Hypothesis predicts that American Russian speakers 

would transfer only one of the English aspects: either they would use the imperfective in the 

same way that progressive is used in English or they would use the perfective in the same way 

that perfect is used in English. However, as I proceed to show immediately below, neither of 

these predictions is borne out.  

 

ЗАДАНИЯ ДЛЯ КОНТРОЛЬНОЙ РАБОТЫ № 8 (4 семестр) 

Прочитайте и письменно переведите текст, обращая внимание на корректный 

перевод лингвистических терминов. Время на выполнение работы 90 минут. 



 

Modern corpora of Russian  

The National Corpus of the Russian Language, hereinafter referred to as the Russian Na- 

tional Corpus, is the most popular one among linguists for both being the most well known and 

the opportunities which it presents. However, being unable to go into a deeper analysis within 

the framework of this paper, we will zero on its general characteristics together with its most 

unique features. Also, to show the state of the art in modern Rus- sian corpus linguistics we will 

touch in greater detail upon other corpora that are not so much known but are worth mentioning.  

2.1 The Russian National Corpus  

The Russian National Corpus (RNC) (http:// ruscorpora.ru) includes primarily original 

prose representing standard Russian but also, albeit in smaller volumes, translated works  

(parallel with the original texts) and poetry, as well as texts, representing the non-

standard forms of modern Russian [4, 5]. It was started in 2003 and from April, 2004 is 

accessible via Internet. The corpus size in total is about 500 million tokens (March 2013).  

The corpus allows us to study the variability and volatility of linguistic phenomena 

frequencies, as well as to obtain reliable results in the following areas:1) the study of 

morphological variants of words and their evolution;2) the study of word-formation op- tions and 

related issues; 3) the study of changes in syntactic relations; 4) the research of changes in the 

system of Russian accent; 5) A study of lexical variation, in particular, changes in synonym 

series and lexical groups, as well as semantic relations in them.  

Within the main corpus the RNC includes the following subcorpora:  

1) The main corpus. It includes texts representing standard Russian and may be subdi- 

vided into 2 parts: modern written texts (from the 1950s to the present day) and early texts (from 

the middle of the 18th to the middle of the 20th centuries; pre-1918 texts are given in modern 

orthography). The main corpus counts in total 230 million tokens. The search is carried out in all 

the three groups. It is possible to choose one of them and add search parameters on the 

Customize your corpus page.  

The part of modern texts is the largest one of the subcorpora. Texts are represented in 

proportion to their share in real-life usage. For example, the share of fiction does not ex- ceed 

40%.  

Every text included in the main corpus is subject to metatagging and morphological 

tagging. Morphological tagging is carried out automatically. In a small part of the main corpus 

(around 6 mln tokens) grammatical homonyms are disambiguated by hand, and results of 

automated morphological analysis are corrected. This part is the model morpho- logical corpus 

and serves as a testing ground for various search algorithms and programs of morphological 



analysis and automated processing. Disambiguated texts are automati- cally supplied with 

indicators of stress. Stress annotation may be turned off for printing or saving the search results.  

2) The Corpus of Spoken Russian. It represents real-life Russian speech and includes 

the recordings of public and spontaneous spoken Russian and the transcripts of the Rus- 

sianmovies. To record the spoken specimens the standard spelling was used. The corpus contains 

the patterns of different genres/types and of different geographic origins. The corpus covers the 

time frame from 1930 to 2007.  

3) Deeply Annotated Corpus (treebank). This corpus contains texts augmented with 

morphosyntactic annotation. Besides the morphological information, every sentence has its 

syntax structure (disambiguated). The corpus uses dependency trees as its annotation formalism 

(Fig. 1).  

Nodes in such a tree are words of the sentence, while its edges are labeled with names of 

syntax relationships. The repertory of relationships for the corpus, as well as other spe- cific 

linguistic decisions has been developed in the Laboratory for Computational Linguis- tics, 

Institute for Information Transmission, Russian Academy of Sciences that compiled the corpus.  

4) Parallel text corpus. The site contains the following parallel text corpora: English- 

Russian, Russian-English, German-Russian, Ukrainian-Russian, Russian-Ukrainian, Belo- 

russian-Russian, Russian-Belorussian, and multilingual.  

5) Dialectal corpus. The dialectal corpus contains recordings of dialectal speech (pre- 

sented in loosely standardized orthography) from different regions of Russia. The corpus 

employs special tags for specifically dialectal morphological features (including those absent in 

standard language); moreover, purely dialectal lexemes are supplied with com- mentary.  

6) Poetry corpus. At the moment the poetry corpus covers the time frame between 1750 

and 1890s, but also includes some poets of the 20th century. Apart from the usual morphological 

tagging, there is a number of tags adapted for poetry.  

7) The poetic part of the Accentological Subcorpusincludes Russian poetry of 18–21 

centuries with the marked arses (potentially stressed syllables). It gives a user the possibil- ity to 

figure out the real stress of a word-form according to the simple set of rules. For example, it is 

possible to search for texts written in various poetic meters.  

8) Educational corpus. The educational corpus is a small disambiguated corpus adapted 

for the Russian school educational program.  

9) Newspaper corpus. It covers articles from the media of the 2000s.  

10) Multimodal/multimedia corpus (see below).  

 

 



УСТНЫЙ ОПРОС  

Примерные вопросы для устного опроса по прочитанному разделу книги Goddard 

Cliff C., Wierzbicka Anna A. (2016) Words and Meanings: Lexical Semantics Across Domains, 

Languages, and Cultures Oxford University Press 

 

1. Сведения об авторах.  К какой лингвистической школе они принадлежат? 

2. Что такое перформативы? 

3. Какие лингвисты занимались перформативами? 

4. Считают ли авторы перформативы языковыми универсалиями? 

5. С чем связана трудность перевода перформативных глаголов? 

6. Как с помощью метаязыка семантических примитивов передать значения 

перформативных глаголов – извинять, предлагать, хвалить? 

7. В чем разница в точки зрения представления лексического значения между 

глаголами извинять, предлагать, хвалить? 

8. Какие существуют проблемы в русском языке в связи с этими глаголами? 

 

ТЕРМИНОЛОГИЧЕСКИЙ ДИКТАНТ 

1. Переведите с английского на русский термины: sounds, spelling, grammar, syntax, 

word derivation, morphology, phonology, vocabulary, rhetoric, etymology. 

2. Приведитерусскиеэквивалентытерминовитерминологическихсловосочетаний:  

modern standard Russian, adapting and internalizing foreign models, adjective deriving from the 

noun, descriptive name, etymon. 

 

ДОКЛАД 

Примерные темы докладов по материалам книги книги Мельчук, И. А. (1995). Русский 

язык в модели «Смысл ⇔ Текст». Москва—Вена. 

1. Толково-комбинаторный словарь. Принципы организации лексических единиц и 

толкования. 

2. Синонимические конструкции с посессивным значением: условия выбора 

3. «Нули» на разных уровнях языка 

4. Частеречный статус слова «один» в русском языке 

5. Грамматический падеж количественно-именных сочетаний в русском языке 

Требования к докладу 

Объем 10-12 стр. компьютерного текста, 14 шрифт TimesNewRoman, через 1,5 интервала, 

выравнивание по ширине страницы, нумерация страниц.ofLanguageandInformation. 



 

Темы докладов-обзоров с презентацией 

1. Проблемы современного русского языка, отраженные в статьях журнала 

RussianLinguistics (2000-2021) 

2. Проблемы современного русского языка, отраженные журнале 

TheSlavicandEastEuropeanJournal (2000-2010) 

Требования к докладу-обзору с презентацией. 

Объем 10-12 стр. компьютерного текста, 14 шрифт TimesNewRoman, через 1,5 интервала, 

выравнивание по ширине страницы, нумерация страниц.ofLanguageandInformation. 

Наличие презентации (минимум 5 слайдов) с основными тезисами доклада.  

 

КОНСПЕКТ 

Книги и статьи для конспектирования. 

1. 1.Crockett D. B. (1976) Agreement in Contemporary Standard Russian. Cambridge, 

Slavica Publ. 

2. Dean S. Worth (1977). On the structure and history of Russian : selected essays / Dean S. 

Worth ; with a preface by Henrik BirnbaumMunchen : O. Sagner, 1977 

(SlavistischeBeiträge.  Bd. 110). 

3. Janda (1986) – L.A. Janda. A semantic analysis of the Russian verbal prefixes ZA-, 

PERE-, DO- and OT-. München, 1986. (SlavistischeBeiträge. Bd. 192.) 

4. Kempe V., Brooks P. The role of diminutives in the acquisition of Russian gender: Can 

elements of child-directed speech aid in learning morphology? // Language Learning, 55, 

2005. Supplement: The Best of Language Learning. 139–176. 

5. Neil Bermel (1997) Context and the lexicon in the development of Russian aspect. 

University of California Press. September 4, 1997 

6. Nichols, Johanna (1981) Predicate Nominals: A partial surface syntax of Russian. — 

(Uni- versity of California Publications in Linguistics, 97). — Berkeley, Los Angeles, 

London.  

7. Sue Brown (199). The syntax of negation in Russian: a Minimalist approach (Stanford 

Monographs in Linguistics). Stanford: Center for the Study of Language and Information. 

 

Требования к конспекту 

Тезисная передача основной информации текста с использованием различных 

методов сжатия информации. Сохранение цитирования для передачи ключевых идей 

автора, уместное использование примеров лингвистических явлений. Объем 10 стр. 

https://www.semanticscholar.org/author/Neil-Bermel/66229702


компьютерного текста, 14 шрифт TimesNewRoman, через 1,5 интервала, выравнивание по 

ширине страницы, нумерация страниц.ofLanguageandInformation. 

 

ПЕРЕВОД РАЗДЕЛА КНИГИ (ДОМАШНЕЕ ЗАДАНИЕ) 

 

Требования к переводу 

Перевод раздела книги или статьи (объем до 3600 печатных знаков) 

осуществляется студентом в ходе подготовки к ПЗ с использованием словарей и 

справочников. Перевод должен быть самостоятельным, точным, стилистически 

однородным, соответствовать нормам русского литературного языка. 3-4 листа 

компьютерного текста, 14 шрифт TimesNewRoman, через 1,5 интервала, выравнивание по 

ширине страницы, нумерация страниц.ofLanguageandInformation. Сдается преподавателю 

на проверку. 

 

 

Критерии оценки по основным формам текущего контроля 

1. Устный опрос (0-1 балл). 

0 баллов – студент затрудняется с ответом, не формулирует определения или термина, несмотря 

на наводящие вопросы преподавателя. 

1 балл – студент даёт правильное теоретическое определение, использует термины и 

понятия теоретического блока в полном объёме; отвечает без наводящих вопросов 

преподавателя,  приводит практические примеры в данной области.  

2. Перевод  (0-2 балла) 

0 баллов – студент  не выполнил перевод. 

1 балл – перевод выполнен, однако имеются логико-композиционные, 

стилистические и лексические ошибки, которые существенно затрудняют 

восприятие информации. 

2 балла – перевод выполнен в соответствии с требованиями и сдан в печатном 

виде. 

3. Доклад (0-3 балла) 

0 баллов – доклад не представлен. 

1 балл – доклад основан на собственных научных исследованиях, но плохо 

структурирован, представляемые данные не имеют достаточной статистической 



обработки, что затрудняет оценку их объективности, имеются многочисленные ошибки в 

переводе понятий, выводы формальны и не содержат научной новизны. 

2. балла – доклад основан на собственных научных исследованиях, хорошо 

структурирован, представляемые данные имеют высокую статистическую достоверность, 

однако имеются фактологические ошибки и ошибки в переводе понятий.  

3 балла  – доклад основан на собственных научных исследованиях, хорошо 

структурирован, представляемые данные имеют высокую статистическую достоверность, 

выводы хорошо аргументированы и вытекают из существа проведённой работы, 

фактологические ошибки и ошибки в переводе понятий отсутствуют. 

4. Терминологический диктант (1-4 балла) 

0 баллов – студент допустил ошибки в переводе более 10 слов. 

1 балл – допущено 7-9 ошибок в переводе терминов. 

2 балла- допущено 4-6 ошибок в переводе терминов. 

3 балла – допущено 1-3 ошибки в переводе терминов. 

4 балла –ошибок в передаче терминов нет. 

5. Доклад с презентацией (10 баллов: 5+5) 

0 баллов – студент не участвует в подготовке интерактивного занятия; 

1 балл –  студент выполняет лишь функцию сбора информации по узкому вопросу темы 

без оценки её достоверности; 

2 балла -  студент выполняет лишь функцию сбора информации по узкому вопросу темы 

без оценки её достоверности, используя ограниченный источник информации (1-2 статьи 

и т. п.), не принимает участие в обобщении, анализе информации, написании текста 

выступления и обсуждении вопросов темы; 

3 балла - студент выполняет сбор информации по теме с использованием большого 

количества источников, способен оценить её достоверность, но не принимает участия в 

обобщении материала, анализе информации, написании текста выступления и обсуждении 

вопросов темы; 

4 балла - студент выполняет сбор информации по теме с использованием большого 

количества источников, способен оценить её достоверность, принимает участие в 

обобщении материала, анализе информации, однако при изложении материала допускает 

ошибки в применении терминов и понятий, не всегда способен аргументировать своё 

выступление, вести диалог в группе. 

5 баллов - студент выполняет сбор информации по теме с использованием большого 

количества источников, способен оценить её достоверность, принимает участие в 



обобщении материала, анализе информации, способен грамотно изложить материал 

слушателям, аргументировать своё выступление, вести диалог в группе. 

5 баллов за презентацию: 

Связь презентации с докладом 1 балл 

Информативность презентации 1 балл 

Логичность последовательности слайдов  1 балл 

Графическая информация 1 балл 

Эффективность применения презентации 1 балл 

 

6. Конспект (10 баллов) 

10 баллов складываются из выполнения следующих условий: 

Полнота освоения и использования 

материала 

1 балл 

Использование методов сжатия 

информации 

1 балл 

Композиция и логика изложения материала 1 балл 

Уместность цитирования 1 балл 

Аргументированность привлекаемых 

примеров 

1 балл 

Связность пересказа текста 1балл 

Соблюдение орфографических норм 1 балл 

Соблюдение грамматических норм 1 балл 

Соблюдение лексических норм 1 балл 

Наглядность, аккуратность выполнения 1 балл 

 

7. Контрольная работа (10 баллов) 

10 баллов складываются из выполнения следующих условий: 

Перевод текста осуществлен полностью 1 балл 

Текст перевода свидетельствует о 

понимании учащимся исходного текста 

1 балл 

Композиция, связность и логика изложения 

материала 

1 балл 

Точность перевода лингвистических 

терминов 

1 балл 



Точность перевода нейтральной лексики 1 балл 

Точность перевода средств научного стиля 1балл 

Точность перевода грамматических 

конструкций 

1 балл 

Соблюдение орфографических и 

пунктуационных норм 

1 балл 

Соблюдение речевых и стилистических 

норм 

1 балл 

Фактические ошибки отсутствуют 1 балл 

 
 

Автор: Вяльсова А.П., доцент, к.филол.н. 

 

Одобрено на заседании кафедры славянской филологии от «26» августа 2021 года, 

протокол № 08-21. 

 


